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Abstract
This study presents a new methodology adapted to the analysis
of word rhythmic cues in drummed forms of languages. The
semi-automatic beat detection procedure applied to the
Manguaré drummed form of the Bora language enabled us to
measure inter-beat durations. These were found to correspond to
Vowel-to-Vowel intervals (V-to-V) of the associated speech
utterances and to differ as a function of the vowel duration and
of the presence/absence of consonant(s) in the V-to-V cluster.
Index Terms: drummed language, rhythm, prosody, Bora
language, semi-automatic detection, phoneme clustering.

1. Introduction
1.1. General background
Drummed forms of spoken languages have been so far reported
to exist in Africa, South America, Asia, and Oceania [1, 2, 3].
They consist in the emulation of phonological and prosodic
features of spoken utterances by the means of drummed beats.
They are devoted to long distance communication, exploiting the
natural bio-acoustical properties of drummed signals for a good
propagation of sound in natural environments. For example,
drummed signals resist well to acoustic energy loss due to
reverberation in forests because low pitch frequencies are not
blocked by large vegetation obstacles. Another aspect is that the
high amplitude of percussions overcome the ambient noise at
greater distances than normal and shouted voice while their
narrow frequency-band reduces the noise-masking effects.
These drummed imitations of speech must be distinguished from
other categories of complex drummed signaling or musical
systems sometimes also called ‘drummed languages’ but that are
not based on spoken language. Indeed, some traditional signaling
systems use repertoires of drummed codes with no iconic
relationship to the sound structure of the locally spoken
language. These constitute parallel communication systems
confined only to drumming and are for example particularly
often attested in Melanesian cultures [3, 4]. On the other hand,
some musical drumming traditions use vocalized nonsense
syllables (or vocables) in systematic ways to represent drummed
sounds, mostly for mnemo-technical purposes. Some of these
musical associations are based on an acoustic and perceptual
mapping between vocable sounds and musical sounds, like in
North Indian tabla [5], whereas others are purely symbolic, like

the familiar occidental solfège, in which the notes of the scale
are represented by the syllables do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si.
The present study deals only with the category of drummed beats
related to speech for distance communication, i.e. in which the
relationship between the signifier (the drummed signal) and what
is signified (the speech utterance) is not purely symbolic like in
codes, but based on a relation of physical similarity combining
abridgment [1] and acoustic iconicity [2]. A large review on such
drummed forms of languages was made by Sebeok and UmikerSebeok [2]. It provides information about 18 different languages
including Ewe, Twi (Akan), Banen, Chin, and Bora, mostly by
reprinting descriptions from the 19th and first half of 20th century.
It showed that such abridgment systems are most frequently
characterized by the reproduction of tonal contrasts and rhythmic
elements of the base spoken utterance. Tonal contrasts: the
majority of drum forms of languages are associated with tonal
languages. In such cases phonological surface tone patterns are
exactly rendered through different drum pitches. Register tones
are represented by single beats, and contour tones are often
rendered by a succession of two beats of different pitches.
Rhythm: the parameters concerning rhythmic patterns have
hardly been tackled in previous works, particularly inter-beat
durations (IBDs) in words. So far, rhythm was mostly dealt with
simple characterizations, asserting that the general rhythm of
normal speech was mimicked by drummed sentences, with
pauses between sentences and a beat corresponding to each
syllable [6, 7]. However, few articles analyzed these aspects in
detail. For example, Nketia [8] found an association between the
relative lengths of inter-beat durations and syllable weight, in
which closed syllables corresponded to long IBDs; open
syllables followed by a voiced consonant or a vowel were
associated to extra-short IBDs; and other syllables were
drummed as simple short IBDs. On the other hand, CloarecHeiss [9] was the only one to link some aspects of drummed
rhythm to classes of consonants as she found that liquid
consonants [l, r, v] corresponded to shorter inter-beat durations
than other consonants.

1.2. The Manguaré drummed form and the Bora
language
Bora Manguaré is one of the very few drummed signaling
systems documented so far in South America, and it is the only
one known to be directly linked to an Amerindian spoken
language. Manguaré is composed of two hollow log drums of

different sizes. Each drum has two pitches (one on each side of
the slit) and therefore the pair of drums has four pitches. Only
two (one of each drum) are used for the speech mode of
drumming. According to previous publications, Manguaré drums
emulate formulaic sentences and each beat represents the tones
of a syllable (Bora having two contrastive tones (H and L)) [10].
Relatively informal messages are produced with the Manguaré,
for example to make public announcements, or for ‘calling
messages’, which may be used on a daily basis, usually to ask
someone to bring something or to come.
In the present study we explored how, besides encoding pitch,
such drummed messages may also encode linguistic information
through inter-beat durations. We developed an original method
of semi automatic tracking to calculate such inter-beat durations.
For such a study we computed each drum message as a function
of its associated phonemic content. Bora language has six
phonemic vowel positions in addition to a phonemic distinction
of vowel length: [i, ɨ, ɯ, ɛ, a, o]. Moreover, the Bora plain
consonants [p, b, t, d, ts, tʃ, dz, dʒ, k, kh, kw, ʔ, β, r, m, n, h]
almost all have palatal(ized) counterparts except [ts, tʃ, dz, dʒ].
The syllable structure of Bora is (C)V(C), with the restriction
that only the glottal fricative (h) and stop (ʔ) may occur in coda
position and only if the vowel is short. The four main syllable
types are thus (C)V, (C)Vː, (C)Vh, and (C)Vʔ [11].
As far as we know, no other existing publication on drummed
forms of languages provided such a statistical analysis of rhythm
because none had sufficient data combined with an adapted
methodology to look at this aspect.

we decided to eliminate them. We therefore finally analyzed
2758 interbeat durations, with 1194 Low (L) tone beats and 1574
High (H) tone beats.

2. Method

Table 1: Illustration on a word of the two competing
phoneme clustering hypotheses.

2.2. Design and procedure
After having exported from ELAN the initial and final time of
each transcribed speech utterances, the inter-beat durations were
automatically measured using software specially developed for
the occasion.

2.2.1. First step: phoneme clustering
We applied a method of phoneme clustering associated to each
Manguaré sound file, after having coded consonants as Cx (x=1
to 17, alphabetic order); and vowels as Vy (y= 1 to 12,
alphabetic order). Glottal stops (ʔ) and glottal fricatives (h) were
for example coded as C6 and C7. Moreover, the palatal(ization)
was identified and coded as P. Two alternative strategies were
foreseen, that is, two competing hypotheses to test:
a. Syllable clustering: in this case the inter-beat duration
would be associated to the syllable duration; phonemes
would be grouped following the syllable segmentation
of the word (Table 1, second row).
b. V-to-V clustering: in this case, the inter-beat duration
would be associated to the phonemes present between
two consecutive vowels. Each beat would be
associated to the maximum amplitude of each vowel of
the word (Table 1, third row).

2.1. Materials
95 typical Manguaré drummed messages (mostly ‘calling
messages’) were elicited from five different expert Bora
Manguaré drummers. These messages were recorded and
transcribed in ELAN [12] by Seifart together with a native
speaker/drummer. This original data is archived and accessible
online [13]. Each of these messages contained about 15 words
and a total of about 60 drum beats. After a pre-analysis of this
data, we selected the productions of the drummer which had the
largest repertoire of messages, composed of 1806 word
utterances and 4452 pairs of drum beats/intervals. However, due
to the high rate of repetition in drummed messages, we identified
only 197 different words in total, repeated non homogeneously
(Figure 1)
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Each type of clustering strategy of the inter-beat durations
resulted in a different distribution of the involved phonemes of
(see Table 2 and 3). As a result some types like VV didn’t exist
in the V-to-V distribution as there was no utterance with a long
syllable followed by another syllable in the involved corpus.
Table 2: Number of clusters per syllable type (VV=V:
and CC= Ch, hC, ʔC or Cʔ)
Syllable types
Cluster Nb

V
542

VV
37

CV
1490

CVV
256

CCV
431

CCVV
12

Table 3: Number of clusters when the phonemes are
redistributed according to a V-to-V clustering strategy
(VV=V: and CC= Ch, hC, ʔC or Cʔ))
V-to-V types
Cluster Nb

V
232

VV
0

VC
1717

VVC
305

VCC
514

VVCC
0

2.2.2. Second step: automatic beat detection
Figure 1 : Distribution of word occurrence. Each word
was attributed here a number of word item.
The most frequent words corresponded to stereotyped calling
formulas present in almost every messages. In reason of
particular status and their very high weight in statistical results,

We first applied a sound filtering using a beat synchronization
algorithm that automatically detects beats in a recorded piece
[14]. Next, we estimated the sound energy for each beat. Drum
beat timings were detected as the maximum peak of amplitude of
a beat. To ease the performance of automatic detection, various
contextual thresholds were introduced such as: (i) a minimum

limit of energy peak which depended on the recording level and
the drum power; (ii) a minimum limit of inter-beat duration,
which depended on the drummer (to suppress sliding effects of
the stick); (iii) and a maximum limit of the energy rate between
two consecutive beats, which depended on all the preceding
parameters, in order to suppress the strong energy peaks which
were not drummed transients.

2.2.3. Third step: peak and cluster association
The detected beat timings were validated when the number of
detected peaks of a Manguaré sound file matched with the
number of phoneme clusters in the corresponding ELAN file
(Figure 2, top and center). Each beat time was manually verified
before performing the measure of inter-beat durations.

2.2.4. Fourth step: frequency estimation
Finally, the power spectral density was calculated around each
peak time. The peak frequency was calculated as the frequency
of the maximum power (Figure 2, center). We verified that the
H/L tone value of the vowels matched respectively with 141 Hz
(High pitched drum) or 94 Hz (Low pitched drum).

On the contrary, in the syllable-clustering case, the results
presented on Figure 3 show that the onsets of syllables involved
in an inter-beat interval either do not influence the IBD (we
found a non significant difference between VV and CVV
syllables (F(1, 291)=.3; n.s.)), or influence it in a not logical way
(we found that the IBD comparison between V and CV groups
(F(1,2030)=74.85; p<.0001) and between V and CCV groups
(F(1,971)=19.11; p<.0001) indicate that adding consonants to a
vowel would significantly diminish the interval durations in
syllable clustering condition).
As a consequence, these results converge to support the
hypothesis that the drum peak corresponds to the vowel nucleus
and does not encode the onset consonant of the syllable.
Therefore, we have enough elements to argue that the inter-beat
duration reflects an interval more closely related to the vowel-tovowel interval rather than to the syllable. As a result, we chose
the V-to-V phoneme clustering strategy for further analyzes of
our data.

Figure 3: Distribution of inter-beat durations as a function of
clustering strategy and cluster types. (VV=V: (long vowel) and
CC= Ch, hC, ʔC or Cʔ)
On the basis of these results and to go deeper in the analysis, we
looked for more factors influencing the inter-beat durations. For
example palatalization, tone and vowel type of the first beat, tone
and vowel type of the second beat, or consonant type.
Figure 2: Drum sound file (top), associated phonetic
transcription (center), energy estimation (center), and
automatic beat filtering for beat detection (bottom)

3. Results
3.1. Inter-beat durations and V-to-V intervals
We have seen in 2.2.1 that Syllable clustering and V-to-V
clustering strategies theoretically differ in terms of consonants
associated to the beat-to-beat interval, but not in terms of vowels
(cf. example Table 1). The results we found for inter-beat
durations show that, effectively, the phoneme clusters associated
to long vowels (VV) are drummed significantly longer than the
phoneme clusters associated to short vowels, for both clustering
strategies (see for example IBDs of V vs VV and CV vs. CVV in
Figure 3, left; and IBDs of VC vs. VVC in Figure 3, right).
However, they also show that, in the case of the V-to-V
clustering, an influence of the presence of consonants was found.
To illustrate that, the data presented on Figure 3 show that there
exists a scale of IBDs that can be ordered as follows in the V-toV clustering case:
IBD(V) < IBD(VC) < IBD(VVC) ~ IBD(VCC)
Indeed, the IBD difference between VVC and VCC is the only to
be borderline significant in this case (one way anova:
F(1,817)=4.59; p=.0324).

3.2. Asymmetry in inter-beat durations depending of
tonal configurations
The factor with the clearest impact on IBDs concerned the tone
sequence of the two beats delimiting each inter-beat interval.
Namely, the effect of the four possible tonal patterns LL, LH,
HL, HH on IBDs was measured as statistically significant on V
clusters (F(2,229)=77.16; p<.0001), on VC clusters
(F(3,1716)=436.35; p<.0001), on VVC clusters (F(3,304)=38.97;
p<.0001) and on VCC clusters (F(3,513)=58.98; p<.0001).
To take this effect into account we refined the presentation of the
previous results (Figure 3) by classifying the IBDs as a function
of tonal duplets (Figure 4). The LH pattern, with the greatest
number of items (between nmin=68 for VVC and nmax=418 for
VC) showed the shortest IBDs in any kind of V-to-V structure
and it respected the duration patterns of Figure 3 (right). Next,
HH (with nmin=32 for VCC and nmax=381 for CV) was found
longer in duration but also with less compact IBDs. However,
HH tonal configurations still respected the duration patterns of
Figure 3 (right). Finally, LL and HL generally bore the greatest
durations but HL was not enough present in V clusters and LL
was not enough present in VVC clusters to compare their
distribution across V-to-V types of Figure 3.
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